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ASSEMBLY CANDIDATES HONG AND MALINOWSKI TO HOST DIGITAL BRAT BROIL
Two Democratic Challengers will host “Snacks and Spirits: I-94 East and West” on Facebook Live
WISCONSIN -- Wisconsin State Assembly candidates Francesca Hong (AD 76) and Jacob Malinowski
(AD 82) will host a brat broil on Facebook Live on June 17th at 4pm. This unique coordinated event will
bring together future colleagues from two different parts of the state and demonstrate the energy and ideas
they want to bring to the Capitol in January.
Due to COVID-19, this event will be streamed publicly here. Any viewers who want to cook along with
Hong and Malinowski can find the recipe on their Facebook event. There is a suggested contribution of
$10 -- to be split evenly between the candidates -- which can be made here.
“Though the isthmus of Madison and the suburbs of Milwaukee have different needs, Wisconsinites
everywhere agree that we need creative problem-solvers to get our state back on the right track. I’m really
excited to cook with Francesca and talk policy months before either of us take office,” said Jacob.
"I'm stoked to cook with Jacob because we both understand that it's time for new leadership dedicated to
collaboration and coordination, not showmanship and divisiveness, to make our state work for all
Wisconsinites," said Francesca.

About Francesca
Francesca is a second generation Wisconsinite, mother, community organizer and service industry
worker. A daughter of hard-working immigrants who made the journey to the United States in the 1980s,
Francesca learned early the value of sacrifice and hard work. Hong’s vision for Wisconsin is one of
repairing discourse, preserving a shared humanity and empowering communities in coalition building to
cultivate social inclusivity, equity and economic proliferation.
About Jacob
Jacob is a lifelong resident of the 82nd Assembly district and grew up in a middle-class, bipartisan
household. From his time on the school board to working three service industry jobs to pay for college,
Jacob learned early on what it meant to serve others. Jacob is in this race because his neighbors are sick of
do-nothing career politicians and deserve a new, passionate leader with real solutions.
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